
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS are audiovisual media artists, that strive to fuse video and 
sound into one medium where video is sound and vice versa. As an important part of this 
undertaking they develop real time video software and customized computer configurations, 
enabling them play video as a musical instrument. With their often symphonic performances 
and space within space installations GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS create electronic emotion 
machines, that surround, immerse their audience, overwhelm the human sensory apparatus 
by massive use of subsonic and penetrating light frequencies, what literally touch the visitors.  
 
Kurt Hentschläger (1960) lives in Chicago and New York (USA). 
Ulf Langheinrich (1960) lives in Dresden (Germany) 
 
They have been working together as GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS since 1991. 

 
 
1991 - 1998 
 
In the chain of a basic audio/video recording, any single frame (containing the sonic 
information as well as its visual representation) is a media grain available for unlimited copying 
into new patterns, with the aim of composing artificial assemblies and media structures. If the 
content of a grain is a sample/scan of real moment it would be prominent and made aware to 
the viewer in its re-manipulation and displacement. It is this time-based intervention which 
creates the drama. Time becomes a territory. defined by duration and designed through 
structures, using cloned fragments within, and so forming a grid, a web, a tissue. The ability to 
control and manipulate time allows the elements to lose their history and with repeated 
fragmentation and repetition become mechanical, reasonless and meaningless. Although the 
public's reception and perception of the work focus on the mirror of the projection and dwell in 
the drama of the newly stringed images, our other concern is the potential of the machine: Its 
fundamental capacity to create unlimited variations and to generate structures which seem 
independent of causal orders.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1999 - 
 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS aesthetic concept has been moving towards the complete 
construction of audiovisual abstraction, to digitally generated images and sounds. 
 
Not using “real” figurative footage denies the option of rendering a sensation by deconstructing 
a given original continuum. The sophisticated time based treatment as found in the granular 
synthesis (as we understand it applied to a video stream) is aimed now on a neuronal and 
sensorial level. This concept doesn’t need ”reality”-samples, they even disturb the deeper 
encounter of loosing one’s consciousness about time. Recent work such as new shows within 
the frame of AREAL or the installation FELD investigate the possibilities of audiovisual fields 
and oscillations. The task is to create an audiovisual entity that is abstract but sounds as it 
looks and looks as it sounds and so is forming one whole.  
 
We think about the visual equivalents to audio bit resolution, low pass filters, etc. How does an 
image fall into pixels as the resolution gets lower and what is falling into pixels and is falling 
into pixels the right equivalent anyway? Any resulting algorithm or translation we see as a 
means to create an abstract reality with emotional substance and depth, a subjective artistic 
invention. 
 
Our approach has become the approach of sound designers who think sound as a body and a 
substance and from this position we think visuals as structures and movements in time. 
Designing here is Architecture of sound qualities in a visual representation rather than visual 
effects. 
 
The sound is a body of a certain consistence and weight. The visual representation displays a 
membrane, at the surface. A surface of a certain colour and structure. 
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Performances 

AREAL 
 
AREAL is a laboratory, featuring 
cinemascope screen projection, 
surround sound and substantial 
sub-bass. The duration of the 
show is 1 hour. 
 
AREAL was originally a 
improvisational show, a surround 
environment featuring a multi 
screen projection, a spatial sound 
set-up and substantial sub-bass. 
Since its first version in 1997 
AREAL hosts almost totally 
different shows rather than one 
composition in updated versions. 
AREAL has been featuring various audiovisual material, both figurative and abstract. 
In its first version AREAL was based on GRANULAR SYNTHESIS experiences with X-tended 
Thrill, a collaboration with Sensorband at the ICC, Tokyo in 1997 and led to AREAL A at the 
Steirischer Herbst Festival in 1997 and to AREAL-V at the Vergessen Festival (both in 
Austria). At this time AREAL was featuring images and sounds of a human torso instead of a 
human head, material which was originally recorded and edited for another collaborative 
project called We want God Now. (This raw-material was later also used in their productions 
SINKEN and FORM) . 
In the later versions, the images were transformed in various zoom and focus/ un- focus 
states, creating a more abstract and dynamic setting. The set-up included multiple 
stroboscopes to enhance the flicker quality of the video. 
In the shows presented at the Musiques en Scènes festival, Lyons, France and at the Elektra 
Festival, Montreal, both in 2000, abstract material replaced all but a tiny section of figurative 
video material. The stroboscopic effect, thanks to more powerful video projectors, comes 
exclusively from the video screens. 
One of the most recent versions of this chameleon piece, areaLight was presented for the first 
time at the Exit Festival in Créteil in April 2004, within a sequel of abstract installations and 
shows such as LUX (2003), <360> (2002/2003), MINUS (2002), RESET (2001) and FELD 
(2000). 



Performances 

MINUS 
 
MINUS is a commission for the opening of Wien Modern, which is the annual festival for 
contemporary music in Vienna. 
 
MINUS is a 1-hour composition for two pipe organs and one digitally generated stream of 
audiovisual information. The visual stream is presented as a 8x11 meter front projection. The 
electronic sound partly displayed by multiple numbers of small obscured loudspeakers and at 
its low end powered by a battery of subwoofers engulfs the person rather than creating distinct 
sound events at localizable positions.  
 

MINUS was especially designed for the grand hall of the Konzerthaus Vienna, a place not only 
known for its history, architecture and superb sound but also for its huge pipe organ. The 
Konzerthaus organs wall of apparently countless pipes looks as impressive as the array of five 
keyboards and one pedal. MINUS can also be adapted to any venue with a pipe organ which 
is MIDI controllable. 
 
Although music for organ is usually connected to and determined by the interface for the 
performing musician, which historically is the keyboard, this interface does not have to be the 
only way to access the sound producing pipe works. The Konzerthaus organ is fully MIDI 
controllable. MIDI means to think and access the sonic potential of the pipe work without 
thinking for a performing musician.  



Performances 

Compared to an organist the fairly unattractive performance of a sequencer means to skip a 
great deal of what is normally associated with a concert for pipe organ. To 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS it means to integrate the sonic capital of the pipe work into the 
sequencer based audiovisual composition of MINUS. The first part of MINUS is reserved solely 
for the pipe works. 
 
The second pipe organ is the old baroque organ of the Michaelakirche in Vienna. The sounds 
of the Michaelakirche are unique for another reason. They are based on the opportunity to 
adjust the amount of air accessing a pipe by means of fully mechanically controllable stops. 
Reduction of air pressure from the default full pressure results in beautifully ethereal colours 
and mists of sound. The sounds produced by this fully mechanical instrument base on a 
defined number of first of all fixed keys but constantly changing air pressure into the various 
registers. As a part of the compositional process they are recorded in advance and during 
MINUS are played back over the PA in the Konzerthaus. They perfectly blend with the digitally 
controlled sound of the Konzerthaus organ as well as with electronically generated sounds. 
 
The visuals are almost aseptically pure and minimal, a counter position to the big blend of 
sounds. The intricate micro time treatment results in audiovisual flicker and stroboscopic 
patterns and in combination with subsonic frequencies this pulsating, resonant matrix may be 
efficient on a neuronal and sensorial level. 
 
Thus, MINUS is another laboratory to investigate the possibilities of audiovisual fields and 
oscillations together with an audience. Like other recent work it may appear less violent and 
oppressing but physical and tactile: a sensual field, a landscape, maybe an inner landscape. 
The visual representation is a membrane, a more or less transparent surface of a certain 
colour and structure, whereas the sound is a body of a certain consistence and weight. 



Performances 

N— BALLET PRELJOCAJ & GRANULAR SYNTHESIS 
 

 
 

N is the title which has been given to the work prepared with Ulf Langheinrich and Kurt 
Hentschläger. It is a “masked title” which purposefully does not express what is evoked in the 
work, which deals with the unspeakable, what is beyond description. Suffering, torment, 
humiliation, torture … the body as the primary vector for annihilation and destruction. 
If what we are trying to say seems virtual and distant to a part of the world population, it is in 
fact quite close and cogently, sharply real.  
It has spread throughout time from the very dawn of our existence to the present day, without 
interruption, reaching incandescent peaks of trouble. Its force is matched solely by our 
disbelief.  

Angelin Preljocaj 
 
Concepts about the “humanimal” condition were defined during the early meetings of the 
collaboration. Most of the thoughts and concerns back then have in the meanwhile become 
amplified further N, the finished artifact, has, during the process of creation, moved towards a 
state of pointed ambiguity, describing a state of being and an atmosphere, predominantly the 
problem of the absence of empathy, rather than creating a singular narrative.  

Kurt Hentschläger 
 
« Syn-aesthetic is not sync-aesthetic » 
Sound is designed as a sonic image, an unsettling current, an almost independent primal 
matter organised in various and at times countless single layers. Consistencies are 
recognizable. Melodies seem as if not yet invented. I envision a force, one slow motion wave 
and everything and all is drifting and drowning in it. 

 Ulf Langheinrich



Performances 

SINKEN 
 
 

 

SINKEN is a 22 minutes long piece for digital audio and visuals and string-orchestra.  
The visual part is a video projection spread onto a horizon of four screens. In addition to the 
string orchestra playing, an electronic sound is displayed from a multiple speaker 
configuration. 
 

The audiovisual material is almost abstract. It is derived from the original human torso video 
material of We want God now which was later also used in FORM and in earlier versions of 
AREAL.  SINKEN is a meditative and insistent composition in slow motion. A steady glissando 
created by 48 string instruments is accompanied by minimal movements, pumping and 
flickering of the audiovisual material. Starting of with a narrow band of detuned violins and 
finally ending in the rumble of deep double bass notes. The final part is supported by pre-
recorded and amplified double bass sounds. At this time the image is flickering in stroboscopic 
dark blue and black. The audience usually has to pass a phase of frustration because of the 
absence of any obvious development before reaching a state of concentration and fascination.  
The score is, although simple, very demanding for the orchestra performers. 
 
The installation was reformatted as a loop for the New Austrian Cultural Forum in New York 
(USA) in June 2002. 
 
SINKEN was commissioned by Art Zoyd and Orchestre National de Lille for the Dangerous Visions 
programme of 1999 for two shows in Maubeuge and Lille in northern France. It had two more presentations so far 
at the Palacio de Bellas Artes – Mexico with the National Orchestra of Mexico and at the Donau Festival - St 
Pölten with the Niederösterreichisches Tonkünstlerorchester. 



Performances/Installations 

<360> 
 
<360> is a spectacular audio-visual architecture that completely immerses the audience in 
digital sound and video - what the artist considers to be the electronic counterpart to a natural 
maelstrom. Originally conceived as a hybrid structure it merges material and immaterial 
components, to create a new form of virtual theatre.  
 
 
An enveloping wall of sixteen 12x9 foot audio-video projections surrounds the audience.  Using 
modulations of light, colour and sound, it flickers and whirls, at times creating a soothing space 
of meditation and at other times, a heightened  sense of intense excitement. 
 
The sound partly displayed by multiple numbers of small obscured loudspeakers and at its low 
end powered by a battery of subwoofers engulfs the person rather than creating distinct sound 
events at localizable positions. Changes happen at a moment in time rather than at a position 
in the space. The overall structure and length of the piece supports a perception of an endless 
continuum. Perfectly reflecting the rapid advances in high technology that characterize 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS era, <360> builds on cinematic scale and dramaturgy to create 
an abstract theatrical experience in which electronic floes replace the traditional performer. 
 
The first stage of this project premiered in September 2002 at Villette numérique festival in La 
Grande Halle de la Villette , Paris. It was also presented at the Elektra festival in Montreal  in 
November 2003. 
 
<360> can be presented as both an installation and a live performance. 



Performances/Installations 

MODELL 5  

 
 

MODELL 5 is a performance or 
installation in which the face of 
Japanese performer Akemi 
Takeya is subject to drastic 
time-based interventions that 
create in essence a cyborg-like 
hybrid, between human and 
machine. A roller coaster 
dramaturgy following the "life" 
of the four clones on screens. 
 
Edited on various AVID Suites  
in England and Austria between 
1994-1996�

 
MODELL 5, premiered in a first version 1994 at the ICA London has been described as one of 
the most beautiful experiments in bringing digital video to a theatrical setting. Using a 
technique derived from the principals of the sound design technique called "granular synthesis" 
but applied to the rather fat grains of single video frames (visual content and sound), 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS manages to evoke from a few expressions on the face of the 
performer Akemi Takeya, a frenzied exploration of  the alter ego within touching distance.  
 
« Every prejudice against Techno-Culture certainly has its justification - except in this case. 
Never before has more frenetic applause followed, without a doubt deserved by one the most 
intensive and, at the same time, open and free theatre evenings I have ever visited. » 
 (Tagesspiegel / Arnd Weseman about ISEA 95) 
 
« The artistic treatment of alienation has not  been experienced at its more frighteningly 
beautiful for a long, long time. »  (Kurier) 
 
« The performance of the GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS, which unbelievably impresses and, 
at the same time, deeply affects the observer, verged on the bounds of the acceptability and 
bearability....Here at  Klangart ("Sound Art") a total novelty was displayed in the form of 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS. »  (NOZ) 



Performances/Installations 

POL 

POL (German word for pole) is a live improvised performance. 
 
Using high intensity light, video and audio projection including massive sub-bass 
POL subjects the audience to a overwhelming flow of stimuli and strives to achieve 
a perceptional situation of disorientation and recollection. POL "attacks" the 
audience, by challenging all sensual barriers. The main theme is overload. 
 
POL is a semi-surround environment composed of 7 videoscreens forming a 
parabolic panorama that fills the entire viewfield of the audience. It has a dedicated 
centre, from which the sounds and images originate and from there then flicker from 
screen to screen, towards the edges, emanating a sense of "visual radiation". 
 
POL features audiovisual samples of a human being, of acclaimed singer/performer 
Diamanda Galas. The show virtually buries the few seconds of electronic evidence 
= samples of this performer in waves of audiovisual noise,  transforms it into 
something inbetween an alien and an angel. Realistic “Flesh portions” occur 
flashlike in a continuous stream of abstract noise mass. Video becomes a light 
source rather than presenting images. No light / images at all but sound Is a crucial 
part of the POL dramaturgy.  

 
 
 

POL 1.0 - World premiere: ISEA Liverpool, 4th September 1998 

POL 2.0 - World premiere: Zeitfluss / Salzburg Festival, 2nd August 1999 
POL 3.0 - World premiere: Wien Modern, Vienna, 15th November 2000 
POL 4.0 - World premiere: Romaeuropa, Roma, November 2008 

 
 

POL was commissioned by Hull Time Based Arts, coproduced by Ars Electronica Linz and ZKM 
Karlsruhe and was funded by the Arts Council of England's National Lottery, as part of the Year of 
Photography and Electronic Image 1998, wien Kultur and MEDA tm - Neue Kraft Neuer Sinn 
 
It has been shown at the ISEA Festival in Liverpool, Zeitfluss Festival in Salzburg, Taktlos Festival in 
Bern, Elektra Festival in Montreal, EXIT Festival in Paris, VIA Festivals in Maubeuge, Muffathalle in 
Munich, Wien Modern Festival in Vienna and the Netmage Festival in Bologna. 



Installations 

FELD 
 
Composed of subtle modulations of light, colour 
and sound, FELD was premiered at the 
Woodstreet Galleries Pittsburg, USA in October 
2000. It was exhibited at the OK Centrum für 
Gegenwartskunst in Linz, Austria ( 2000/2001), 
at the Musica per gli occhi festival in Bolzano 
and at the  Municipal Museum of Daejon (Korea) 
in  2002. The current version of this installation 
is FELD 2.0 
 

WIDE a site-specific installation using the audiovisual material of FELD was created for the 
opening of the new Austrian Cultural Forum NY in April 2002. 

 

FORM  

 
Video samples from a seven minute performance 
of Michael Ashcroft recorded in 1995 in Cardiff 
have served as a source of inspiration for many 
years. 
 
The initial project was WE WANT GOD NOW, a 
one hour long tape for the British  performance 
group Man Act (of which Michael Ashcroft  was a 
member). The WE WANT GOD NOW tape, edited 
in 1995 had a rather short life.  

 
 

The raw video material however has been used later on in many forms and clones like in 
AREAL. In one such phase of resynthesizing it became FORM.  
 
FORM was originally commissioned as a contribution to Robert Lepage theatre show ZULU 
TIME and later on became reedited again and, in its final edition, had its last public 
appearance at the PS1 Clock tower in New York. 



Installations 

LUX 
 
LUX is the latest GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS  installation reflecting on the theme of 
technology as a “Second Nature,” a body of work including <360> (2002), MINUS (2002), 
RESET (2001), and FELD (2000). 
 
Presented by GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS  at the Gallery Lia Rumma in Milan on March 
4th 2003, the installation was specifically created for small to medium size spaces is as 
powerful and immersive as the larger scale pieces. 
 
The audience walks through a light-blocking gate-like construction leading into a dark space, 
with a video projection on the opposite side of the space, constituting the single light source. 
Sound appears to be inherent to the image and vice versa. Both sound and image represent 
two qualities of one aesthetic creation.   
 

Any motion, change or reorganisation of the visual 
and sonic formations function as a unified field, as 
any modulations of the video in light and colour 
cause equal modulations in the sound. 
 
The sound, synchronised with the visuals, is a 
densely woven fabric with a high dynamic.The low 
end / bass is powered by a battery of subwoofers 
which spread  out an even energetic rumble - and 
at times a slow pulse - rather than creating distinct 
sound events at localizable positions.  
 
The overall structure and length of the piece 
creates the perception of an endless continuum.  
The duration of the loop is approximately 20min. 
 
LUX was also presented  at : Laboratorio Alameda  
in Mexico city (Mexico), IEAR! festival in Troy (USA) 
in 2003, Z33-Feel the New exhibition in Hasselt 
(Belgium) and at the Arborescence festival Aix en 
Provence (France) in 2004. 



Installations 

NOISEGATE 
  

NOISEGATE is an area of 
“encaged” virtual beings.  
 

 
This artificial area reflects the 
human desire for total control and 
for world creation through 
exaggeration and refusal. The 
head-creatures are authentic fiction 
and realistically unreal. The 
movements of the visitors, 
processed into machine code, give 

(chaotic) life to the installation. The audience is in this respect being mirrored via the animated 
creatures they are staring at, so in many aspects they are looking at themselves and, of 
course, at the particular (media-machine) society they live in.  
After an intensive start, there come days and weeks in which the whole situation in the 
installation moves towards emptiness and noise. For visitors of that zone, it is as though they 
are tapping on the glass of crocodile tanks in the zoo, but the animals do not respond. The 
knowledge that they could react becomes increasingly sinister.  

 

RESET -  a special creation for the Austrian Pavilion at the Venice Biennial in 2001. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS 
 

ARS ELECTRONICA Catalogue / Mike Stubbs1, 28.6.98 - co-edited by Gina Czarnecki - 

 
This written information is an attempt to edit further into the hearts and minds of future 
generations. The information I share will be personal and reflective. My relationship with Kurt 
Hentschläger and Ulf Langheinrich and to GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS has become 
close.  Their phrase “we have a serious problem”, as the hard drive crashed a week before the 
premiere of MODELL 5 back in 1994 could never have been more false, since then the three of 
us have all experienced personal catastrophes, invariably in the middle of production. 
 

The language they use to describe their work is formal. We share a joke between us;  
“Granular & Synthesis” a duo, Kurt on guitar and Ulf on bongo!  They both have a disdain for 
acoustic music and “the expressive arts”. They are obsessed with specific technology to 
produce and perform the work, for example their insistence on having 30 kW of less than 40Hz 
sub-bass for the new performance projection POL is not formalist or macho, but it is necessary 
because they know what this sound technology can do: The objective of this volume is not 
merely to be loud, but because specific tones, pitches and shifts trigger physiological effects 
on the body and subsequently evoke deep psychological resonance. Despite being hard, loud, 
technological art work, the work of GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS is effectually some of the 
most “human” contemporary art. 
 

Their attention to formal detail, working with single frame or within the single frame in long 
sequences of audio and video is an acute process which leads to maximum effect. The 
audience are subjected to a heavy onslaught of stimuli; - bombarded with light, video and 
audio projection - attempts to intellectualise or understand give way to the sheer physicality of 
the work, the audience are both affronted and seduced. Fascinated, overwhelmed and 
suffering in that overload gives rise to that state of mind which allows a submerging into the 
work - attempts to rationalise or understand defeated. Letting go of self consciousness - letting 
go of oneself. Disturbing, frightening, seductive and erotic. 
 

My first exposure to the work of GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS at the AVE Festival in Arnhem, 
Netherlands (MODELL 3) reminded me of one of my earliest childhood TV experiences 
watching the 1939 version of the Wizard of Oz (Fleming), I was scared by  the wizard at the 
end of the yellow brick road.  Dorothy, played by Judy Garland, learns at the end of this tale, 
that the wizard is, in fact, the projection of an insecure, ordinary man, I now know this was a 
live video projection. This maybe leads back into the motivation of why we make Art. It is also 
in the context of science fiction that I have always associated MODELL 5 and the Japanese 
face of  Akemi Takeya,  with one of the most resonant moments in any film for me, that in 
Blade Runner at night time when the air ship cruises overhead with an apparently embedded 
media projection hoarding of a Japanese woman's face.  
                                                
1 Mike Stubbs is the former Director of HTBA - Hull Time Based Arts, and is also an artist and filmmaker. 
He is now Director of FACT in Liverpool. 



 
Artists image ideas, manifest the conceptual and realise fiction.  Artists are good at simulating 
what scientists work at and they make up stories that may be true and in so doing make things 
real. Stelarcs performance Body I Ping has always reminded me of dressing up and 
fetishising the body, however Stelarc has provided an early manifestation of a real working 
cyborg. 
 

GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS have made real a series of virtual beings.  Wanting to escape 
from using images of the single head they used  the torso in We want God Now, X-tended 
Thrill and AREAL A, however the attraction of the face seems too compelling and again in 
POL they are working with the female face.  It is implicit that the face will be re-processed and 
as much trace of her original expressive qualities removed.  NOISEGATE was originally titled 
“deep sea”.  The effect initially required was one of the aquarium or zoo.  Virtual beings caged 
behind glass or screen.  The need to create characters expressive and existential in existence 
has been drawn upon before, and yes, the effect of the slowed down  and blurred “roar” in 
MODELL 5 does give the appearance of a moving Francis Bacon painting; this for me is the 
paradox. 
 

There are these characters who are caged and their images digitally stripped naked, somehow 
the fetish of the pixel and the frozen electronic image of the human form is a zeitgeist for the 
era in which we were brought up, the seventies and eighties.  Our ability to invent technologies 
that can see finer and finer details in time and space can only mean that humans abilities to 
notice difference will become more sensitive. The processes of deconstruction and analysis in 
the histories of video and Media Art are apparent.  Digital video has taken this further with the 
deconstruction of each frame into the units which make the image, the pixels, 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS work is about the process of reconstruction.  
 

They have outstripped software and in order to develop their work through live audio-visual 
sampling have had to devise new software.   
 

"There was and still is nothing on the market that would fit our needs. In 1996 we sat 
down and started to layout an audio-visual machine that would merge our experiences 
from working with Non-linear video-editing systems as well as from audio-sampling. The 
goal was to access video and synchronised audio from such a device single framewise 
in real-time. The trigger and control protocol was definitely to be MIDI, as we wanted 
this instrument to easily fit into the rest of our set-up. It was furthermore essential to be 
able to load different (audio-video) samples into RAM, to switch between them and to 
read them out dynamically. Also we wanted the software to run on PC, as we need 
independent machines for each image/sound projection . Developing the software was 
exciting and because of our excellent software designer and programmer, Dirk 
Langheinrich the program does exactly what we always wanted: VARP 9 (the name of 
the baby) runs stable... last time we have had that feeling with ATARI. Before we 
accomplished our goal (by the end of 1997) Dirk and us found ourselves completely 
exhausted by almost 100 beta-versions, "fascinating" hard/software incompatibilities 
and so forth. Amazingly the software itself (naturally) represents so much of our 



 
aesthetic knowledge that a big compositional part of recent work is embedded in the 
software. Most rewarding was to find out about aesthetic possibilities that we knew and 
dreamed about but simply were out of reach to edit "by hand". Things like applying 
flickerframes in an adjustable frequency within a series of other frames or modulating 
one visual sample (series of frames) with another, or (super exciting) visual floating - 
timewise mirroring of movement within a series of frames." 
 

GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS 
 

 

They are very detailed in their approach to time and data. The fascination with deconstructing 
narratives and real time movement has much in common with the tradition of scratch video and 
cut-up movies. The difference being that the found-footage movie appropriates, re-processes, 
re-structures appropriated material, whereas GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS go to great pains 
to capture their own images working within very strict conditions; constructing machines (or 
seating modules) to hold their subjects in. In the recently recorded raw material of the female 
form, pre-processed the woman appears as a pinned butterfly exhaling its last disharmonic 
chant; a multiphonic guttural noise. 
 

This captured material will then be re-processed and synthesised, forming new narratives; 
developing a specialised meshed-media art form which has impact for a large number of 
younger people. This cross over audience is un-reliant on academic education and their 
pleasure and fear has always provided me personally with that extra edge of something to 
personally promote their work within the context of Hull Time Based Arts programme.   
 

What many of the HTBA artists or projects share is there ability to subvert and entertain 
through content or placement; the interventions, the pranks and strategies.  They intervene in 
audience expectations, physical location or the system they operate on. What makes 
GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS different from other HTBA interventionist artworks is that of 
context, the performance projections MODELL 3, MODELL 5 and POL are interventions into 
different contextual environments, that of industrial space, club and disco. The scale and 
power of the projection tools and the physicality of the sounds and imagery created are truly 
spectacular. A lot of people expect and respond to the spectacular - whether the spectacle of 
duration, the extreme, or the grand.  It is of real interest to witness many people enjoying a de-
constructive art work. 
 

The work of GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS is not directly political but it does affect change. 
 

The possibilities offered with dial-up multi-channel TV on demand with its promise of choice 
and the illusion of freedom still stands little chance of competing with the new cinema. Trance 
inducing performed cinema, physical and visceral. 



 

CRED I T S  

 
 

AREAL 
 

By GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS: Kurt Hentschläger & Ulf Langheinrich 
 

Torso originally performed by: Michael Ashcroft 
Software Development VARP9: Dirk Langheinrich 

 
 
MODELL 5 
 

By GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS: Kurt Hentschläger & Ulf Langheinrich 
 

Sample session performed by Akemi Takeya 
Edited on various AVID Suites in England and Austria from 1994-96 
Produced by: Mike Stubbs, at HTBA (Hull Time Based Arts) in Hull England. 
Co-produced by PYRAMEDIA Vienna. 
 

Funded and sponsored by: 
The Curator of the Austrian Minister for Science, Research and the Arts Stella Rollig  
The Curator of the Austrian Minister for Science, Research and the Arts Markus Brüderlin  
Archimedia Institute Linz  
Arts Council of England  
BMWFK – Austrian Ministry for Science, Research and the Arts  
BMAA – Austrian Ministry for Foreign Affairs  
FISCHER Film Linz-Wien  
Kulturabteilung Land Niederösterreich  
Kulturamt Stadt Linz  
Medienwerkstatt Wien  
MEDA-Mission for Vision 
Oberösterreich Kultur  
WUK - Werkstätten und Kulturhaus Wien  
WIEN Kultur  
Yorkshire & Humberside Art Board  
 

Special thanks to: 
Mike Stubbs, Bettina Bartsch-Herzog, Christine Boehler, Birgit Flos, Verena Formanek, 
Werner Frey, Kurt Hennrich, HILUS, Dirk Langheinrich, Zelko Wiener 
 
 



 

N
 
– a collaboration BALLET PRELJOCAJ & GRANULAR SYNTHESIS 

 
 
 
Creation 2004 
For 12 dancers 
Duration 73 minutes 
 
 

Concept and dramatization ⎟ Angelin Preljocaj, Kurt Hentschlager, Ulf Langheinrich 
Choreography ⎟ Angelin Preljocaj 
 
Image, light & stage design⎟ Kurt Hentschläger 
Music & sound design ⎟ Ulf Langheinrich 
Costumes⎟ Angelin Preljocaj with Martine Hayer 
Motion capture ⎟ DoDes’Kaden 
 
Choreologist⎟ Dany Lévêque 
Rehearsal assistants ⎟  Nadine Comminges and Youri Van den Bosch 
 
 
 
Dancers 
Isabelle Arnaud, Hervé Chaussard, Sébastien Durand,  
Yan Giraldou, Natacha Grimaud, Anna Hagermark,  
Harald Krytinar, Céline Marié, Thomas Michaux, 
Lorena O'Neill, Toshiko Oiwa, Guillaume Siard 



 

POL  
 
By GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS: Kurt Hentschläger & Ulf Langheinrich 
 

Original voice and performance for video: Diamanda Galás 
Original software Realtime Audio+Video "VARP 9": Dirk Langheinrich & Granular Synthesis 
Photography director video recording Diamanda Galás: Wolfgang Lehner 
Director video recording Diamanda Galás:  Florian Michel  
 
original version 1998 commissioned by Hull Time Based Arts, Hull co-production ; Ars 
Electronica, Linz and Institut für Bildmedien / ZKM Karlsruhe, 
funded by Arts Council of England's National Lottery, as part of the Year of Photography and 
Electronic Image 1998, Wien Kultur and MEDATM - Neue Kraft Neuer Sinn 
final version 2008 production GRANULAR SYNTHESIS, Wien in co-production with Epidemic, 
Paris, Berlin - Romaeuropa Festival 2008, Rome - Le Volcan numérique, Le Havre 
 

 
The production of POL was possible also due to the technological basis, the experiences and 
knowledge drawn from the process of making the recent installation NOISEGATE 
 

GRANULAR!SYNTHESIS consequently would like to thank the (co) producers and 
sponsors of NOISEGATE : 
 

MAK - Museum of Applied Arts Vienna 
MARSTALL Munich 
EXIT festival Creteil 
VIA  festival Maubeuge 
HULL TIME BASED ARTS 
IJSBREKER Amsterdam 
KUNSTVEREIN Hannover 
 

WIEN Kultur 
Chancellery of the Federal Republic, Department for the Arts 
Austrian Federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
LAND OÖ Kultur 
ARCHIMEDIA Linz Institute for Arts and Technology: 
WUK - Werkstätten und Kulturhaus Wien 
MEDA TM - Neuer Sinn Neue Kraft  
 

World premiere version 1.0: ISEA Liverpool, 4th September 1998 

World premiere version 2.0: Zeitfluss / Salzburg Festival, 2nd August 1999 
World premiere version 3.0: Wien Modern, Vienna, 15th November 2000 



 

 

  

Selected performances and exhibitions 
 
 
 
2013 
POL installation WOOD STREET GALERIES –  Pittsburgh 
MODELL 5 installation WOOD STREET GALERIES –  Pittsburgh 
MODELL 5 live PERFORMA FESTIVAL  - WINZAVOD –  Moscou 
 
 
2010 
MODELL 5 BORUSAN FOUNDATION –  Istanbul 
AREAL FABRICA FESTIVAL –  Firenze 
POL installation MAPPING FESTIVAL –  Genève 
 
 
2009 
POL installation / live ESPACE VASARELY –  Aix-en-Provence 
GRANULAR SYNTHESIS RETROSPECTIVE: STRP FESTIVAL –  Eindhoven 
    MODELL 5 installation / live — POL installation / live — FELD — FORM  
    LUX — RESET — SINKEN — SWEET HEART — WE WANT GOD NOW  
FELD TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF ART – Tel Aviv 
 
 
2008 
POL live OFFICINE MARCONI / FESTIVAL ROMAEUROPA – Rome 
POL installation ELANDSCAPES IN EARTS FESTIVAL / ZENDAI MOMA – Shanghai 
MODELL 5 installation VOIX MAGNÉTIQUES / LE TRI POSTAL – Lille 
MODELL 5 installation V2_ / ROTTERDAM FILM FESTIVAL – Rotterdam 
 
 
2007 
MODELL 5 installation BODY MEDIA / O ART CENTER – Shanghai 
AREAL LE PARVIS – Ibos Tarbes 
LUX WHAT COLOR DOES A SOUND MAKE? – Honolulu 
 
 
2006 
LUX WHAT SOUND DOES A COLOR MAKE? / THE CENTER FOR ART AND VISUAL CULTURE – Baltimore  
N NEW NATIONAL THEATRE – Tokyo 
SWEET HEART 40 JAHRE VIDEOKUNST DEUTSCHLAND / ZKM – KUNSTHALLE – Bremen 
MODELL 5 SLOW TECH / MUSEUM FOR CONTEMPORARY ARTS – Taipei 
FELD MILLENIUM MUSEUM – Beijing 
AREAL SONIC ACTS – Amsterdam 
MODELL 5 VEO FESTIVAL – Valencia  
N FESTIVAL TEMPS D'IMAGES / TANZHAUS – Düsseldorf 
 
 
2005 
AREAL MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY / THE ALEXANDER KASSER THEATER – Montclair 
FELD CIRCULO DE BELLAS ARTES – Santa Cruz de Tenerife 
N BIENNALE DU VAL DE MARNE – Maison Alfort 
N PACI – Issy-Les-Moulineaux 
N ODYSSUD – Blagnac 
FELD  GABINETE LITERARIO – Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 
N ESPACE JEAN LEGENDRE – Compiègne 
AREAL DISSONANCE Festival – Roma 
LUX WHAT COLOR DOES A SOUND MAKE / EYEBEAM – New York 
N LEIPZIG OPER – Leipzig 
N THÉÂTRE DU CHATELET – Paris 



 

 

  

Selected performances and exhibitions 
 
 
 
2004 
LUX  Z33 – Hasselt 
areaLight EXIT Festival / MAISON DES ARTS – Créteil 
N –  a joint project with the Ballet Preljocaj SAARBRÜCKEN Festival – Saarbrücken 
N THÉATRE DE L’OLIVIER – Istres 
N MONTPELLIER DANSE – Montpellier 
N  DANSE A AIX Festival – Aix en Provence 
N  THEATRE DE CHAILLOT – Paris 
LUX ARBORESCENCE Festival – Aix en Provence 
N  TRANSART Festival – Italy 
MODELL5 ACMI – Melbourne 
FORM ACMI – Melbourne 
N  BIENNALE DU VAL DE MARNE / MAISON DES ARTS DE CRÉTEIL – Créteil 
N  LES GRANDES TRAVERSÉES – Bordeaux 
N  THEATRE NATIONAL DE LA CRIEE – Marseille 
 
 
2003 
LUX – premiere of new installation LIA RUMMA GALLERY – Milano 
SINKEN AUSTRIAN CULTURAL FORUM – New York   
<360.2> –  performance  
+ lecture at SAT Montreal  ELEKTRA Festival / USINE C – Montreal 
LUX –  installation  LABORATORIO ALAMEDA – Mexico City 
+ lecture at Centro Nacional de las Artes/Centro Multimedia  
LUX –  installation  IEAR PRESENTS! / RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE – Troy 
+ lecture  
AREAL 3.0  D-MOTION – KONFERENZ UND FESTIVAL FÜR INTERAKTIVE MEDIEN / VOLKSPARK – Halle  
 
 
2002 
FELD  MUSICA PER GLI OCCHI – Bolzano 
WIDE AUSTRIAN CULTURAL FORUM – New York 
MODELL 5.7 SCHIRN KUNST HALLE – Frankfurt am Main 
FELD MUNICIPAL MUSEUM OF ART – Daejeon 
<360> LA VILLETTE – VILLETTE NUMÉRIQUE – Paris 
MODELL 5.7 TRANSART – Borgo Valsugana 
AREAL FORMAT 2002/BRUGGE 2002 – Brugge 
MINUS  WIEN MODERN / KONZERTHAUS – Wien  
AREAL FESTSPIELHAUS HELLERAU, CYNETart02_realtime – Dresden 
 
 
2001 
RESET Austrian Pavilion, BIENNIAL – Venice 
MODELL 5.7 ARENA - DRESDNER ZENTRUMS FÜR ZEITGENÖSSISCHE MUSIK – Dresden 
MODELL 5.7 GÖTEBORG ART SOUNDS – Göteborg 
 
 



 

 

  

Selected performances and exhibitions 
 
 
 
2000 
NOISEGATE MUSIQUES EN SCÈNE / MUSÉE D'ART CONTEMPORAIN – Lyon 
POL  EXIT Festival – Créteil 
AREAL  MUSIQUES EN SCÈNE / MUSÉE D'ART CONTEMPORAIN – Lyon  
POL  VIA Festival – Maubeuge 
NOISEGATE CREATIVE TIME Inc  / IN THE ANCHORAGE – New York 
NOISEGATE NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR PHOTO FILM AND TV – Bradford 
MODELL 5 ELEKTRA Festival – Montreal  
AREAL ELEKTRA Festival – Montreal  
FELD WOODSTREET GALERIES – Pittsburg 
POL MUFFATHALLE – München 
POL WIEN MODERN Festival – Wien 
POL NETMAGE Festival – Bologna 
FORM PS1-CLOCKTOWER – New York 
FELD OK – Linz 
 
1999 
PS1 Residency Grant New York City 
Austrian State Grant for Fine Arts 
 
MODELL 5.7 ATONAL FESTIVAL – Berlin 
NOISEGATE KUNSTVEREIN – Hannover 
SINKEN  (with Art Zoyd and Lille National Orchestra) LA LUNA / VIA FESTIVAL – Maubeuge 
SINKEN  (with Art Zoyd and Lille National Orchestra) LE NOUVEAU SIÈCLE – Lille 
NOISEGATE MUSÉE D’ART CONTEMPORAIN – Montréal 
MODELL 5 installation FACE TO FACE – FONDATION BEYELER – Basel 
SINKEN  (with Art Zoyd and Mexico National Orchestra)  PALACIO DE BELLA ARTES – Mexico 
SINKEN  (with Art Zoyd and Tonkünstlerorchester) DONAU FESTIVAL – St Pölten 
POL 2.0 ZEITFLUSS / SALZBURG  FESTIVAL – Salzburg 
FORMEN ZÜRCHER THEATER SPEKTAKEL – Zürich 
FORMEN FESTIVAL D'AUTOMNE À PARIS / MAISON DES ARTS – Créteil 
FORM RECOMBINANT / ARS ELECTRONICA Festival – Linz 
POL 2.0 TAKTLOS Festival – Bern 
POL 2.0 ELEKTRA FESTIVAL / ACREQ – Montréal 
 
 
1998 
NOISEGATE MAK – Wien 
NOISEGATE MARSTALL – Munich 
MODELL 5.7 RECOMBINANT – Miami 
NOISEGATE EXIT FESTIVAL – Créteil 
NOISEGATE VIA FESTIVAL – Maubeuge 
NOISEGATE TRANSPENNINE – Hull 
AREAL V VERGESSEN – St. Veit 
MODELL 5.7 DIVE INTO THE FUTURE – LISBOA’98 – Lisboa 
POL ISEA 98 – Liverpool 
POL ARS ELECTRONICA Festival – Linz 
NOISEGATE DE IJSBREKER – Amsterdam 
POL ROOT 98 – Hull 
POL ZKM – Karlsruhe 
MODELL 5 MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART – Seoul 
 



 

 

  

Selected performances and exhibitions 
 
 
 
1997 
MODELL 5.7 DE IJSBREKER – Amsterdam 
MODELL 5.7 ACREQ – Montréal 
SWEET HEART KUNSTSTÜCKE ORF – Austria 
X–TENDED THRILL ICC – Tokyo 
AREAL A STEIRISCHER HERBST – Graz 
 
 
1996 
MODELL 5.6 THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT – Budapest 
MODELL 5.6 VISAS FESTIVAL – Maubeuge 
MODELL 5.6 EXIT FESTIVAL – Créteil 
MODELL 5.6 ELEKTRA – Oslo 
MODELL 5.6 MARSTALL – München 
MODELL 5.7 38èmes RUGISSANTS – Grenoble 
MODELL 5.7 RECOMBINANT – Los Angeles, San Francisco 
 
 
1995 
Grand Prix Open Competition ARTEC 1995 (Japan) 
MODELL 5.1 SKUC – Ljubljana 
MODELL 5.2 MUSEUM OF APPLIED ARTS – Wien 
MODELL 5.3 SPRING PROJECT – Wien 
MODELL 5.4 ARTEC 95 CITY MUSEUM – Nagoya 
MODELL 5.3 KLANGART – Osnabrück 
MODELL 5.5 ARS ELECTRONICA – Linz 
MODELL 5.5 KUNSTVEREIN – Hannover 
MODELL 5.5 ISEA 95 – Montréal 
MODELL 5.5 MANCA FESTIVAL – Nice 
MODELL 5.5 DEAF 95 – Rotterdam 
 
 
1994 
MODELL 3.2 FUTUR ANTÉRIEUR – Nancy 
MODELL 5 ICA – London 
MODELL 5 ROOT 95 – Hull 
 
 
1993 
Austrian prize for new media art 
MODELL 4.1 WRO 93 – Wroclaw 
MODELL 3.1 AUSTRIAN AVANT GARDE – Antwerpen 
MODELL 3.1 LES HALLES – Bruxelles 
MODELL 3.2 AVE FESTIVAL – Arnheim 
MODELL 4.2 DIAGONALE – Salzburg 
 
 
1992 
MODELL 3.0 TANZSPRACHE – Wien 
MODELL 4.0 MEDIENBIENNALE – Leipzig 
MODELL 3.1 ZEITSCHNITT – Wien 
MODELL 3.1 TRANSIT / ORF – Innsbruck 
 
 



 

 

  
 

DVDs 
 
 
 
2004 
GRANULAR SYNTHESIS – IMMERSIVE WORKS 
A DVD compilation containing extracts and documentation of Granular Synthesis’ work over the past ten years. 
Publication: ZKM Karlsruhe / Distribution: CANTZ 
 
INDEX 003 / GRANULAR SYNTHESIS – REMIXES FOR SINGLE SCREEN  
This is the third volume of a collection of 15 DVDs, presenting major contemporary Austrian film and video artists. 
It includes RESET, 2001, 25 min, and MODELL 5, 1994, 30 min 
Publication and distribution: ARGE INDEX (Medienwerkstatt Wien & sixpackfilm) 



 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EPIDEMIC 
15–15 bis, allée Massenet 
F-93270 SEVRAN, FRANCE 
T : 33 (0)1 43 83 49 53 
F : 33 (0)1 43 85 60 57 
production@epidemic.net 
http://www.epidemic.net 

  

 


